A PLATFORM FOR PERSONAL CREATIVE EXPRESSION

CREATE WITH CARVART
CARVART is Chronicled.
Heritage and tradition blended with creativity and innovation.

Old world craftsmanship combined with new world cutting-edge execution.

This is CARVART.

Led by Edward Geyman, CARVART has progressed from a mom-and-pop glass operation started over 20 years ago by father Anatoly Geyman out of a Brooklyn factory, into a thriving creative company with clients close to home, across the country and worldwide.

One thing remains unchanged from its small-company-days - the Geyman touch - an unwavering commitment to providing expertise and personal enthusiasm for creative expression on every project.

CREATE WITH CARVART
CARVART is Curated.
In a world inundated with choices, CARVART empowers the creative process by curating an inspiring material offering that cohesively works together across CARVART’s sophisticated interior and exterior architectural products and hardware systems.

Coordinate Glass, Stone, Wood, cHPL, Metals, Meshes, Textiles and more with Patterns, Textures, Finishes, levels of Transparency and Reflectivity that easily allows creators to accurately envision their design.

Innovators of specialty glass, CARVART’s craftsmanship and artisan appeal transforms through the use of authentic wood veneers, premium metal meshes, quality textiles and hand-crafted papers into distinctive laminated glass products. With more than 10,000 aesthetic glass combinations, CARVART has one of the most extensive architectural glass offerings in the industry.

CARVART is Committed.
Committed to create, deliver and work through the comprehensive process of design, engineering, fabrication and installation while embracing our strength of solving unique challenges for our customers. CARVART ensures your design intent never waivers, provides cost saving solutions throughout the project and meets schedules as promised.

CREATE WITH CARVART
CARVART is Curious.
We are explorers at heart and embrace the unknown. Backed by experience, CARVART loves to tap into new dimensions so that we can continue to grow and bring the best innovation to our customers.


Featured
+ CARVART by Gustafs Wood Plain and Rib Panel
+ GLASS 07 NATURALS, 23 Weave
With great agility, CARVART’s team and resources bring an innovative spirit. Tell us what you would like to create and CARVART knows how to connect the dots and deliver.

+ Glass
+ Stone
+ Metal
+ Mesh
+ cHPL
+ Wood

Working from your mood boards, design concepts, material palette or other sources of inspiration, CARVART will help orchestrate a solution that works for you within your budget and schedule.

+ To help streamline your process, CARVART will create thoughtful product and material packages with your VISION.

+ CARVART’s strength is solving design challenges with sophisticated detailing and engineering and a cohesive blend of materiality and architectural product systems.

**CREATE WITH CARVART**

Connect with CARVART for questions or samples requests.

INFO@CARVART.COM
CARVART.COM
Overview

From our colors and translucent views to authentic and organic materials, from textiles and mes textures to graphics, the glass product lines have been curated for their design aesthetic and function, offering a full spectrum of refined, sophisticated design elements that coordinate to create dynamic modern environments.

For technical details and specification options, visit us at CARVART.COM or contact your CARVART sales representative to learn more.

T [Transparent]
TW [Translucent W]
T1 [Translucent 1]
T2 [Translucent 2]
T3 [Translucent 3]
T4 [Translucent 4]

R [Reflective]
SW [Shimmer W]
S1 [Shimmer 1]
S3 [Shimmer 3]

Shown in order of highest to lowest reflectivity.
01 CORE Views
TRANSPARENT, TRANSLUCENT

T [Transparent]
TW [Translucent W]
T1 [Translucent T1]
T2 [Translucent T2]
T3 [Translucent T3]
T4 [Translucent T4]

Shown in order of lowest to highest translucency.

See CORE BROCHURE
01 CORE Views

REFLECTIVE, SHIMMER

R [Reflective]
SW [Shimmer W]
S1 [Shimmer 1]
S3 [Shimmer 3]

Shown in order of highest to lowest reflectivity.

See CORE BROCHURE
02 COLOR Views
WHITES TRANSPARENT, TRANSLUCENT

WL04 ICY WHITE
02-WL04-T
02-WL04-TW
02-WL04-T1
02-WL04-T2
02-WL04-T3
02-WL04-T4

WL05 GLACIAL WHITE
02-WL05-T
02-WL05-TW
02-WL05-T1
02-WL05-T2
02-WL05-T3
02-WL05-T4

WL06 WINTER WHITE
02-WL06-T
02-WL06-TW
02-WL06-T1
02-WL06-T2
02-WL06-T3
02-WL06-T4

See COLOR BROCHURE
COLOR Views
WHITES OPAQUE, OPAQUE TRANSLUCENT

See COLOR BROCHURE
*Introducing a collective of CARVART's glassCOLORS.

**THICKNESSES [inches]:**
Standard: 1/4, 3/8, 1/2  
Laminated: 5/16, 7/16, 9/16

**MAXIMUM SIZE [inches]:**
Transparent Laminated: 60x120  
Translucent Laminated: 60x128  
Opaque Backpainted: 70x128  
Call for glassXL available options

**CUSTOMIZATION**
Additional color match available Pantone, RAL, Industry Paint or other.  
Contact your CARVART sale representative for more details.

See COLOR BROCHURE for Specification information.
02 COLOR Views
COLOR C056 TRANSPARENT, TRANSLUCENT

02 - T [Transparent] 02-C056-T
02 - TW [Translucent W] 02-C056-TW
02 - T1 [Translucent T1] 02-C056-T1
02 - T2 [Translucent T2] 02-C056-T2
02 - T3 [Translucent T3] 02-C056-T3
02 - T [Translucent T4] 02-C056-T4

COLOR C056 REFLECTIVE, SHIMMER

02 - R [Reflective] 02-C056-R
02 - SW [Shimmer W] 02-C056-SW
02 - S1 [Shimmer 1] 02-C056-S1
02 - S3 [Shimmer 3] 02-C056-S3

COLOR C056 OPAQUE, OPAQUE TRANSLUCENT

02 - O [Opaque] 02-C056-0
02 - OT1 02-C056-OT1

For all color views see COLOR BROCHURE
CREATIVE EXPRESSION WITH SHIMMERS

+ INTERLAYERS
Shimmer can be combined with endless interlayers that go beyond our CORE WARM and COOL glass products. Using colors, metallic meshes and fabrics can add unique depth and design features to Shimmer.

With an elegant, etched matte surface and a reflective backer, Shimmer can be laminated with cool or warm glass and combined with many of our decorative interlayers to create a range of sophisticated looks.

+ COLOR, DEPTH, LIGHT
The etched front softens the look of the glass making it easy to blend into more material palettes than other types of glass. The reflective backer gives incredible depth and sophistication to vertical surfaces and gives the color a unique glow that picks up surrounding reflections and colors. Designers can be in control of the amount of light that is reflection off the shimmer with several intensities of etching available on the glass surface.

+ DESIGN
Our in-house designers are experts at translating project designs into products that compliment and contribute to an interior and perform to the needs of any space. Please reach out to our team to start designing your version of Shimmer!

INFO@CARVART.COM
Featured Project

Equinox Hotel, Electric Lemon [New York]

The Equinox Hotel, Electric Lemon, is CARVART’s Shimmer laminated glass that adds depth and warmth to any design.

With an endless variety of interlayers and color combinations, Shimmer can be designed to compliment soft materials like fabrics or harder materials such as steel.

See next page for inspirational curated colors.
Create a dynamic shimmer [S1] by laminating a T1 etch to a mirror.

Select shimmers shown here. Available in all CARVART glassCOLORS, or color match to Pantone, RAL, Industry Paint or other.

See COLOR BROCHURE
See COLOR BROCHURE
**OVERVIEW**

This line consists of etched and surface textured patterns available in a classic clear, pure, warm and cool color glass.

You can combine color interlayers, varying translucencies and mirror effects to achieve an interactive visual experience.

*DOUBLE SIDED*  
*MULTI LEVEL*

**TIP**

Laminating patterned glass to a mirror will add depth to the pattern while creating an opaque reflective view.

Apply TW or T1 acid etched surface to create different levels of privacy.

See [PATTERN BROCHURE](#)
See [C1 BROCHURE](#) Available in large scale, small scale and reverse patterns. All C1 patterns available in digital print. Select patterns available in sandblast.
METALLIC Mesh

+ INTERLAYERS
Curated metallic mesh interlayers with varying colors, screen openings and textures allow you to create sophisticated and cutting-edge design for both interior and exterior applications, featuring UV and moisture resistance while offering an acoustic barrier.

+ GRADIENT
Create elegant moods within a space with gradients that are soft and gentle to poppy and bold, allowing levels of transparency to peek through.

+ DESIGN
CARVART’S design solutions have made a significant impact on environments from entryways and elevator lobbies to workstations and collaboration areas.

Our in-house designers are experts at translating project designs into products that compliment and contribute to an interior and perform to the needs of any space. Please reach out to our team to start designing with your version of Metallic Mesh!

INFO@CARVART.COM
METALLIC Mesh Inspiration

+ INTERLAYS
Curated metallic mesh interlayers with varying colors, screen openings and textures allow you to create sophisticated and cutting-edge design for both interior and exterior applications, featuring UV and moisture resistance while offering an acoustic barrier.

+ GRADIENT
Create elegant moods within a space with gradients that are soft and gentle to poppy and bold, allowing levels of transparency to peek through.

+ DESIGN
CARVART’S design solutions have made a significant impact on environments from entryways and elevator lobbies to workstations and collaboration areas.

Our in-house designers are experts at translating project designs into products that compliment and contribute to an interior and perform to the needs of any space. Please reach out to our team to start designing with your version of Metallic Mesh!

INFO@CARVART.COM
Featured: Wall System - 33 Grid, Color 04 Bronze on glassWALL Slim > Framed Sliding Door | Custom Wall Clad - glassCOLOR Shimmer 01-02-SW
### Available Mesh Weaves

- **22 Herringbone**
- **23 Wire**
- **24 Reflex**
- **32 Organza**
- **33 Grid**

Stocked weaves + colors shown here. Colors can be customized on weaves. Colors for 32 Organza + 33 Grid on next page. See **Metallic Brochure**

### Tip

Use CARVART's Pure, Warm or Cool mirror as the back surface to emphasize the metallic finish while creating a fully opaque surface, perfect for wall clad applications.

### Spec Example

- **Line:** 04 Metallic
- **Color:** 02 Copper
- **Pattern:** 22 Herringbone
- **View:** R (Reflective)
Available Solids + Gradients

* Weave 32 Organza and Weave 33 Grid available in all solid colors above with gradient.
* Weave 33 Grid stocked only in 04 Bronze, 10 Mist, 11 Mink, 12 Ash, 13 Champagne, 14 Oro, 15 Penny, 16 Nude, 17 Blush.
* Coordinate with a CARVART representative or team member for desired weave, color or gradient combination.

See METALLIC BROCHURE
OVERVIEW
This line consists of curated sheer fabrics. Express your creativity by combining various translucencies and reflective options with the benefit of UV and moisture resistance while adding an acoustic barrier. Coordinating colors are available through our Color product line.

TIP
Laminate to a Warm, Cool or Pure mirror for added dimension and texture.

See TEXTILE BROCHURE
OVERVIEW

All the opaque wood products are organic, natural wood veneer interlayers. Different veneers can be laminated back-to-back to create stunning double-sided products. The beauty of wood combined with the durability of glass creates a highly functional surface.

Our domestic, exotic and reconstituted veneers were curated for their color and grain variety, to add a sophisticated, authentic look to your design expression.

Styles with R names are reconstituted wood veneers.

See WOOD BROCHURE
This line of organic handmade natural interlayers can be laminated with various translucent, reflective and color options to create your unique design expression.

* Available double sided
See GRADIENT BROCHURE
09 GRAPHIC DIGITAL PRINT
GLASS, CHPL, WOOD, MESH, OTHER
See GRAPHIC BROCHURE
OVERVIEW

This glass is coated with a durable surface that will not degrade over time.

The COVERT line consists of single-layer monolithic glass, with varying levels of reflection.

GLASS
Laminated, tempered laminated, heat strengthened

See COVERT BROCHURE
COUTURE
CARVART is launching a new sophisticated COUTURE line that is organic and will continue to show fresh and artistic creations.

Contact your rep or INFO@CARVART.COM.
CREATIVE EXPRESSION WITH cHPL + STONE

+ COHESIVE
CARVART’s extensive line of cHPL and Stone materials allows total freedom to design cohesive and expressive environments.

+ MIX + MATCH
Mix and Match cHPL and Stone with CARVART’s unique and comprehensive glass materials, including writable glass and glass with interlayers, textures, patterns, and more.

Featured: Stone, cHPL, Writable Glass
CREATIVE EXPRESSION WITH cHPL + STONE

+ COhesive
CARVART’s extensive line of cHPL and Stone materials allows total freedom to design cohesive and expressive environments.

+ MIX + MATCH
Mix and Match cHPL and Stone with CARVART’s unique and comprehensive glass materials, including writable glass and glass with interlayers, textures, patterns, and more.
Featured: Modular Bath with Stone Cubicles
cHPL Solids [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
cHPL Solids [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
cHPL Woodgrains [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
**cHPL Woodgrains [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]**
cHPL Woodgrains [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
cHPL Woodgrains [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
**cHPL Woodgrains** [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]

**cHPL Metal** [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
cHPL Rocks [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
cHPL Polaris [Anti-Fingerprint] [solidSTACKWALL, Commercial Bath]
STONE Porcelain [Commercial Bath]
MARBLE Porcelain [Commercial Bath]

STATUARY WHITE VEIN

CALACATTA GOLD VEIN

GOLDEN BLACK
CARVART by GUSTAFS Wooden Panel System is a sophisticated series of wall and ceiling interior clad products with a wide range of acoustic properties, high fire retardation, sustainable attributes and an innovative offering to create beautifully designed environments inspired by nature.

Linear Panel, Linear Rib, Linear Plank and Linear Module. Our Linear System is an innovative range of ribs and planks that are manufactured with precision and the highest quality using natural materials that give unreduced performance throughout their lifetime.

CARVART by GUSTAFS panels consist of mostly gypsum and wood totaling 98% natural materials, 94% recycled materials of which 17% are post-consumer recycled. Certified wood and products without added urea-formaldehyde and extremely low emissions.

Our Linear System can be used in curved or straight installations. A considerable time saver during installation with interlocking components that eliminate the need for tools, a demountable install and a comprehensive range of solutions that solve every on-site situation regardless if it is a joint, corner, wall or ceiling.
Featured: Linear Panel
Featured: Linear Plank
WOOD CARVART by Gustafs [Natural Veneers]

- Maple
- Rotary Cut Birch
- Birch
- Ash
- Oak
- Beech
- Pear
- Mahogany
- Oregon Pine
- Elm
- Cherry
- Teak
- Walnut
WOOD CARVART by Gustafs [Gemini Reconstituted Veneers]

- PALE MAPLE
- WAVY MAPLE
- SANDY MAPLE
- BIRDSEYE MAPLE
- BIRCH
- ASH
- OAK
- BEECH
- PEAR
- CHERRY
- TEAK
- MAHOGANY
- WALNUT
- WENGE
WOOD CARVART by Gustafs [Perforation Patterns]
CREATIVE EXPRESSION WITH METALS

+ HARDWARE SYSTEM FINISHES
+ ARCHITECTURAL METALS
+ CUSTOMIZATION
**METAL FINISHES**

- MFWH WHITE POWDER COATED
- MFCP CHAMPAGNE
- MFWG WARM GREY
- MFPA POLISHED ALUMINUM
- MFHB PAINTED BRONZE
- MFSL METALLIC SILVER
- MFMN MIDNIGHT
- MFTC TERRA COTTA
- MFBB BLACKENED ALUMINUM
- MLBL BLACK POWDER COATED

**glassWALLS**

- LIGHT BRUSH BRASS
**METAL FINISHES** glassBOARDS, glassWALLCLAD, glassSCREENS

- Chalk
- Brushed Silver
- Natural Aluminum
- Arctic Silver
- Copper
- Gold
- Modern Brass
- Lux Bronze
- Graphite
- Bronze Matte
- Onyx Black [Matte]
METAL FINISHES Architectural Metals

Satin Nickel, Satin Brass, Satin Copper, Brushed Nickel Pewter, Brushed English Antique, Copper Penny, Old English, Copper Rust, Distressed Pewter, Graphite, Antique Brass, Antique Gold, Antique Copper, Gunmetal, Tuscan Nickel, Roman Brass, Roman Copper, Roman Nero.
METAL FINISHES
Architectural Metals

PLATED

CORSICA CHROME  CORSICA BRASS  POLISHED NICKEL  BRIGHT COPPER  DULL ARGENTO  HAIRLINE ARGENTO  US BRONZE
Metal Finishes
Architectural Metals

Powder Coated

BLANC W2
PS112W104
RAL 9016 MAT
RAL 9010 MAT
HS022SH
PS412H331
3891020
VA411A27
RAL 7040
PS411H562
PN299S
PN299S
UM61238
UM61238
ESS42N49
ESS42N49
USST1N6
USST1N6
METAL Coppers [Color Finish Range]

STANDARD  |  BROWN LIGHT  |  BROWN  |  BRASS  |  BRASS WEATHERED  |  BRONZE  
ROYAL     |  GREEN TRADITIONAL  |  GREEN LIVING 1  |  GREEN LIVING 2  |  TURQUOISE  |  BLUE TRADITIONAL  
HAMMERED GRAY BLUE LIVING  |  BLUE LIVING 2  |  BLUE LIVING 3  
* Decor products are available with all Copper Color Finishes.

** Standard Sheet size 1000mm x 3000mm, with Bronze size 800mm x 3000mm.